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Abstract
Monitoring the changes in data values obtained from the environment (e.g., locations of moving objects) is a primary
concern in many ﬁelds, as for example in the pervasive computing environment. The monitoring task is challenging from a
double perspective. First and foremost, the environment can be highly dynamic in terms of the rate of data changes. Second, the monitored data are often not available from a single computer/device but are distributed; moreover, the set of
data providers can change along the course of time. Therefore, obtaining a global snapshot of the environment and keeping it up-to-date is not easy, especially if the conditions (e.g., network delays) change.
In this article, a decentralized, loose, and fault-tolerant monitoring approach based on the use of mobile agents is
described. Mobile agents allow easy tracking of the involved computers, carrying the monitoring tasks to wherever they
are needed. A deadline-based mechanism is used to coordinate the cooperative agents, which strive to perform their continuous tasks in time while considering data as recent as possible, constantly adapting themselves to new environmental
conditions (changing communication and processing delays). This approach has been successfully used in a real environment and experiments were carried out to prove its feasibility and beneﬁts.
Ó 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
With the upcoming arrival of pervasive computing, environments where many distributed heterogeneous
entities (e.g., sensors, computing devices, portable computers, etc.) must cooperate and interchange information to perform a task have become commonplace. Speciﬁcally, obtaining global snapshots of data in wireless
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Fig. 1. Example of layered agent architecture.

environments and keeping the obtained global snapshots as up-to-date and consistent as possible is diﬃcult
due to the distributed and dynamic nature of such context.
In general, a monitoring task in the environments considered presents important challenges. As the
involved data can change very frequently, a continuous and updated answer must be provided to the user
by eﬃciently monitoring the environment (e.g., a change in the answer must be detected as soon as possible
while minimizing the communication cost). On the contrary, the set of involved devices/computers can change
dynamically over time, and so the distributed monitoring must adapt itself quickly to the new requirements.
Moreover, every device/computer will be aﬀected by diﬀerent conditions in terms of its network resources
(connectivity and available bandwidth), processing power, and current overload. The dynamic nature of
the environment regarding the data that must be monitored, the devices/computers involved in the monitoring, and the environmental conditions is a challenge. So, the continuous distributed retrieval of highly
dynamic data is of paramount importance.
A divide-and-conquer approach based on software agents [35] (autonomous software components) is a natural way to tackle the monitoring tasks in the aforementioned distributed environments. Thus, a monitoring
application (represented by a root agent) can achieve its goal by cooperating with a set of remote helping
agents, which could, in turn, require the collaboration of other remote helping agents, and so on, until the
devices that obtain the relevant data can be accessed directly by agents that are leaf nodes in the agent architecture (see Fig. 1 for an example). As the involved data are constantly changing, the agents must perform
their tasks with a certain task frequency (to limit the cost of monitoring), communicating new data recursively
through the network of agents up to the monitoring application. The number of layers needed is a consequence of the divide-and-conquer strategy applied, which depends on the requirements of the monitoring
application (e.g., the division into layers can be guided by geographic criteria and/or the existence of diﬀerent
types of roles/tasks). Some examples of this approach are provided as follows:
 To monitor the temperature of several cities in three states, an architecture composed of the following components could be considered: (1) a root agent (which provides the retrieved information to the user); (2)
three helping agents at layer 1 (one for each state); and (3) for each agent at layer 1, several helping agents
at layer 2 (one for each city, in the corresponding state, whose temperature must be monitored). The
designer of the multiagent architecture could also decide to use just one layer of helping agents, i.e., one
helping agent for each city (independent of the states). In this context, the values of the temperatures might
be required to be updated every 30 min.
 The monitoring of the stock quotes of the New York Stock Exchange1could be considered with an architecture having: (1) a root agent providing the information to the user (layer 1); (2) several helping agents at layer
2 to monitor diﬀerent industries (e.g., oil and gas, basic materials, consumer goods, etc.); (3) several helping
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agents at layer 3 to monitor a speciﬁc sector for each industry (e.g., within consumer goods we can distinguish automobiles, food and beverages, etc.); and (4) several helping agents at layer 4 to monitor the quotes
for diﬀerent companies within that speciﬁc sector. This division into layers can facilitate diﬀerent monitoring
tasks; for example, if just the top three companies in each sector were to be monitored, the agents at the corresponding layer can ﬁlter the unnecessary results, minimizing the communications. Considering the task
period, in this scenario the quotes may need to be updated, for example, every 5 min, or as soon as possible.
Regarding the process of continuous monitoring, it is proposed that each agent should follow a deadlinebased approach to coordinate its set of helping agents: a coordinator agent communicates to its helping agents
a deadline (the time instant by which it should have received new data from them because it needs to start its
own tasks). The helping agents will do their best to try to meet that deadline.
In the following sections, a monitoring example and several application contexts where the proposed monitoring approach can be applied are initially introduced. Then, the advantages of mobile agents are highlighted
[32], which is the agent technology that is needed in this context. Finally, the main advantages of our monitoring proposal are summarized.
1.1. Example and application contexts
As a concrete sample for a monitoring application, the problem of detecting all the Bluetooth devices on a
university campus is considered. Bluetooth devices can only be detected by a nearby Bluetooth-enabled computer. Therefore, monitoring all the Bluetooth devices on the university campus from a single centralized computer is not even possible directly, and a distributed monitoring approach is required.
According to our proposal, the monitoring application would require a monitoring agent in each building on
the campus to detect the Bluetooth devices inside that building. Then, each building-level monitoring agent
would need other monitoring agents in every room in the building to detect the Bluetooth devices inside that
room. These room-level monitors should communicate the Bluetooth devices in their range to their corresponding building-level monitoring agent, which would correlate the information received (e.g., by removing duplicates, in case agents in adjacent rooms detect the same device at the same time) and send the list of devices in the
building to the user’s monitoring application. This application would correlate the received data and present
the result to the user. This data ﬂow from room-level monitoring agents to the user’s monitoring application
must be continuous, as Bluetooth devices can be switched oﬀ/on and may enter/exit the campus at any time.
The geographic area/s under monitoring can also be changed dynamically. For example, the user may want to
dynamically add/remove buildings to/from the set of buildings that are to be monitored. Another example can be
provided by a mobile user carrying a PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) with Bluetooth, who may want to monitor
the devices within 1000 m around his/her location, using the available computers/devices in the surroundings (the
PDA cannot perform this task by itself, as the range of Bluetooth is not as large as 1000 m); the set of computers/
devices needed will change as the user moves from one place to another. In these situations, shutting down and
restarting the monitoring every time there is a change in the set of involved areas should be avoided; similarly,
having a monitoring agent on all the computers/devices that could be possibly used in the future is impractical.
The proposed monitoring approach could be useful in scenarios of distributed sensor interpretation [2],
data fusion [34], and distributed query processing of dynamic data [15], in which cases, a continuous monitoring of the environment must be carried out. All these applications (monitoring applications [25]) have in common a set of agents that is used to obtain data from diﬀerent sources. In addition, these data must be
integrated to get a global view of the situation (answer). As data can change along time, the obtained answer
should be refreshed periodically. Moreover, all the agents involved should get their data within the same,
small, time window so as to get a coherent answer (consistent snapshot). As this is the most challenging situation, obtaining complete and up-to-date snapshots of the relevant data has been focused on in this article.
1.2. Beneﬁts of using mobile agents
Mobile agents [32,33] are programs that can move autonomously from one computer to another. They are
very useful for monitoring purposes because mobility gives the agents the autonomy needed to monitor the
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environment eﬀectively, allowing them to keep track of the monitoring area/s easily. Thus, mobile agents oﬀer
several advantages:
 A solution based on agents that move and distribute themselves to perform their monitoring tasks leads to
a convenient and clean design. With this approach, there is no need to keep track explicitly of the computers/
devices involved in the monitoring, as this task is carried out distributively by the mobile agents themselves.
Mobile agents can communicate among themselves independently of the computers where they are currently executing their tasks [16]: the communications are routed transparently by the mobile agent platform,
which allows the mobile agents to execute their tasks and provides them with diﬀerent services (such as
migration, communication, and security).
 As opposed to an approach that is based on static agents (i.e., traditional software agents that do not
move), mobile agents lead to an adaptive approach. Thus, without mobile agents, static monitoring agents
that are ready on all the computers/devices would be needed (just in case they are needed for monitoring in
the future), which introduces an unnecessary overhead. Moreover, if monitoring is carried out using ad hoc
networks, it is not possible to foresee the computers/devices that will be available over time (because they
enter/leave the network dynamically), and therefore the required monitoring agents cannot be ‘‘preinstalled”. On the contrary, only a mobile agent platform is required on those computers/devices if an
agent-based approach is adopted; for example, on a road, mobile agents could move from car to car to
monitor the road ahead.
 A monitoring application that works on the basis of mobile agents is also a very ﬂexible approach. Adding
new monitoring functionalities is as easy as incorporating new types of mobile agents into the monitoring
system. An instance of a new type of agent can create more agents that will move between the involved
computers/devices as needed. This can be carried out dynamically, without disturbing other monitoring
systems in operation. Moreover, mobile agents can move across, and interact with, heterogeneous computers and devices.
 By moving themselves ‘‘near” the environment they need to monitor, mobile agents can reduce the network
overload and latency: they minimize the amount of communications that a remote monitoring would otherwise require. Furthermore, sometimes a remote monitoring is not even possible (e.g., in the example
described in Section 1.1 only nearby devices can be detected directly).
 Mobile agents also exhibit a good performance compared to the traditional client/server approach for
remote monitoring [10,31,41]. The importance of mobile agents for distributed, mobile, and pervasive computing has been highlighted, for example, in [4,36,38,39,41,45].
Therefore, mobile agents are very useful from a design point of view (they encapsulate the dynamics of the
monitoring process), and they also oﬀer other general beneﬁts [23]. Thus, mobility is a desirable feature for
agents that have to monitor distributed and wireless environments.
Mobile agent technology is advocated herein because it provides suitable mechanisms to solve the presented
problem in a distributed, eﬃcient, and convenient manner. A mechanism that works on the basis of remote
procedure calls could have been used instead. However, this would lead to a nonﬂexible and more diﬃcultto-implement solution: agent migration would be replaced by remote invocations that create and destroy
threads representing the behavior of the respective agents. Mobile agents bring the required functionality
to any computer, thereby avoiding the installation and launch of specialized daemons/servers on each machine
to provide the required services. In addition, mobile agents ease the addition of new services once the system is
working: new agents with new functionalities could travel to the devices/computers without reinstalling anything there. Moreover, scalability, security, and fault tolerance for mobile agents must be provided by the
mobile agent platform used (e.g., [9,16,37]).
1.3. Main beneﬁts of our proposal
The monitoring approach proposed in this article presents the following main advantages: (1) use of mobile
agents – agents can decide to move among computers to monitor the involved ‘‘areas” eﬀectively and eﬃciently; (2) adaptation to the environment – agents adapt dynamically to the current conditions (by postpon-
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ing/anticipating their tasks, as needed); (3) data freshness – agents try to return the most recent data that can
be obtained from the environment, performing just-in-time refreshments; (4) fault-tolerance – agents are
loosely coupled, which leads to a ‘‘graceful degrading” of performance when some of them fail to perform
their tasks in time; (5) adaptation to challenging contexts – it deals with situations wherein some agents cannot
perform their tasks at the required frequency, constrained by challenging environmental conditions. Moreover, an unobtrusive monitoring that does not overload existing wireless devices with monitoring tasks and
instead uses ﬁxed computers whenever it is possible is preferable; even if certain data were to be retrieved from
a mobile device, sometimes the raw data can be obtained and processed on a ﬁxed computer, communicating
only the relevant data to the device, thereby alleviating its processing and wireless communication overload.
Thus far, the general monitoring approach alone has been described. In the rest of this article, how the
agents coordinate to continuously monitor the environment is described in detail. In Section 2, some related
works are considered. In Section 3, the process by which the mobile agents coordinate their tasks using soft
deadlines, which indicate the time instants by which a monitoring agent should provide its results to its coordinator, is reconstructed. In Section 4, some strategies are proposed that deal with the problem arising when
some agents cannot perform their tasks at the required frequency due to the challenging environmental conditions. In Section 5, the proposed approach is evaluated experimentally considering a real application.
Finally, in Section 6, the conclusions of this study are summarized.
2. Related work
In this section, some related studies are reviewed. First, a description of some reports that used mobile
agents to carry out monitoring tasks is provided. The second focus is on researches in the ﬁeld of cooperative
problem solving using software agents. Finally, a comparison of the proposed approach with an architecture
for the coordination of just-in-time production and distribution is provided.
Several reports, such as [11,19,21,22,26,30,43], advocate the use of mobile agents to carry out monitoring
tasks. However, this is the ﬁrst eﬀort at proposing a complete and general approach to continuously monitor
highly dynamic, distributed environments using mobile agents which also includes a study and evaluation of
the synchronization mechanisms needed. Thus, for example, in [22] the focus is on a speciﬁc context (traﬃc
monitoring for navigation applications) and not the agent synchronization problem; in [19,21] the goal is
to obtain information about processes in a distributed system, wherein neither a continuous monitoring nor
obtaining global and consistent snapshots is required; a similar comment applies to [30] (although their goal
is diﬀerent: network monitoring); in [11,26] the aim is to quantify the beneﬁts of a monitoring approach that
works on the basis of mobile agents; and in [43] a mobile agent-based architecture is deﬁned to monitor computational resources in grid computing, and coordination issues are not considered.
Many reports in the ﬁeld of distributed artiﬁcial intelligence focus on cooperative problem solving [7] among
groups of independent agents, which negotiate [42,47] the best plan to accomplish a given task. For example,
inspired by market mechanisms, the Contract Net Protocol (CNP) [40] for decentralized allocation of tasks and
many variants of increasing complexity have been proposed. Similarly, there are several coordination mechanisms, such as those based on bidding [6] and Partial Global Planning [8]. The general setting of these
approaches diﬀers from the proposed context, as they consider agents that do not necessarily share a common
goal or know each other. Hence, these protocols may not be suited to dynamic contexts (wherein the relevant
data, the set of involved devices/computers, and the environmental conditions can change frequently along
time) that require agents to perform their tasks continuously, and therefore they cannot be easily applied when
a continuous monitoring is required from each involved agent. Moreover, the mobility of agents could also
make those protocols inappropriate. Finally, no timing guarantees are provided by these approaches. Despite
the popularity of protocols such as the CNP, some experimental results suggest that it is ineﬀective for scenarios with a relatively high number of agents [18], and therefore, it should be avoided when a quick allocation of
tasks is required. However, it could possibly be used to set up a cooperation structure among preexisting
agents for monitoring purposes, as a previous step to the herein proposed monitoring approach.
Finally, in [5] an architecture for the coordination of just-in-time production and distribution is presented. Though this is a problem diﬀerent from the one under study (a monitoring approach based on
mobile agents is proposed in this article, whereas they propose a multiagent architecture to coordinate
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industrial processes), there are some parallelisms that are worth mentioning. First, their goal is to achieve
just-in-time production, in just the same way that the proposed monitoring agents strive to ‘‘schedule” their
tasks to be carried out just-in-time: as late as possible (to consider the most recent data) but on time (to
meet the deadline); however, it should be noted that the temporal scale is expected to be quite diﬀerent!
Second, in their problem there is a tradeoﬀ between the denial of service (due to a shortage in the production) and the cost of surplus production, whereas in the proposed context sometimes a high level of freshness of the retrieved data (i.e., a high task frequency) cannot be achieved while maintaining its consistency
(i.e., keeping the agents synchronized), as is explained in Section 4. And third, they need to estimate the
consumer needs, whereas the method herein proposed uses estimations of the agents’ (correlation and communication) delays.
3. Autosynchronizing monitoring agents: use of deadlines
In a dynamic environment that is constantly changing, agents must monitor the relevant data with a certain
task frequency. Thus, the agents have to carry out certain tasks periodically, and the time instants when different agents in the monitoring application perform their tasks must be somehow temporally correlated to
ensure some consistency in the results obtained (e.g., to compare the values of two temperature sensors,
two temperatures measured at approximately the same time instant are needed). In other words, the agents
need to synchronize/coordinate their tasks according to some basic policy. In this section, the basics of the
proposed synchronization approach are ﬁrst described. Then, an account of how deadlines are computed
on the basis of delays experienced by the agents is provided. Finally, the automatic adjustment of the required
deadlines by the agents concerned, when the environmental conditions change, is elaborated.
3.1. Basics of the synchronization approach
Every agent in the network is proposed to be associated with a certain deadline, which allows the agent to
determine when it has to perform its tasks and communicate a new result (data needed by the coordinator) to
its upper-level agent (the coordinator agent). Such a deadline must be computed by the coordinator on the
basis of its own deadline, so as to ensure that it will receive the data it needs from its helping agents in time
to perform its own tasks.
The use of deadlines is the only way to keep the agents synchronized with each other. An alternative to the
deadline-based approach would be a waiting-based approach in which an agent waits until it has received all
the necessary data that it needs to correlate (correlation task) so as to communicate its own results (communication task). However, in such a case, a single agent missing its deadline would prevent the ﬁnal result of the
task from being updated with the required frequency (its coordinator could wait too much time for the results
from such an agent). Moreover, with such a strategy, there is no way to ensure that the agents will obtain new
data at the same time, as every agent performs its tasks independently (i.e., without any knowledge about when
the other agents will perform theirs).
A loose coupling among agents by using soft deadlines [12] is proﬁtable, so that the results from an agent are
always stored by its coordinator even if they do not arrive on time. Thus, at the expense of some uncertainty, a
global result can be obtained despite partial failures in the system, such as an agent that fails to meet its deadline: its coordinator can still use the latest result received from such an agent. So, a global result can always be
obtained (with some uncertainty in the case of missed deadlines). Every agent communicates (to its coordinator) not only its results but also a measure of the quality of the communicated results, which is computed taking into account the time elapsed since it received (from its underlying agents) the data used to obtain such
results. In this manner, a global quality measure is eventually obtained by the root agent, which can be used
to show the user some indications of the reliability of the relevant results. Two indicators for the quality of
reliability are the percentage of refreshed data and the average age of data. Thus, in an ideal case, the percentage of refreshed data should be 100% (all the data are updated) and the average age of data should be as small
as possible (and less than the required task period). The agent architecture can be conﬁgured to consider only
those results having a certain minimum quality; for example, the user may not be interested in the answers in
which less than 80% of the data have been refreshed.
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It is not enough for an agent to meet its deadline, but it should also obtain the best results within the existing time constraints: in the context of this discussion, this implies minimizing the uncertainty gap (see Deﬁnition 1).
Deﬁnition 1. The uncertainty gap between an agent x and another agent y is the time elapsed since x ﬁnishes
the communication of data to y until those data are eventually processed by y (to get its own results). For
example, x and y can be a helping agent and its coordinator, respectively, in which case the uncertainty gap is a
measure of the synchronization degree between an agent and its coordinator. The larger the uncertainty gap,
the older the data that are considered by y. The ideal situation is that y processes x’s data as soon as it receives
them; the existence of a time interval between the reception of data by y and its correlation task implies that if
x had communicated its data later, then y would have correlated more recent data. Therefore, to minimize the
uncertainty gap, every agent should perform its tasks as late as possible (to capture the most recent data from
the environment) while meeting its deadline.
In the remainder of this section, two alternative synchronization strategies are explained and then a description of how diﬀerent agents interact across the various layers is described.
3.1.1. Synchronizing readings vs. communications
Synchronizing the agents implies the determination of the time when they must perform their tasks, and
thus be able to cooperate among
p themselves. Between the following two possible synchronization strategies
(summarized in Table 1, with
indicating a positive feature and v indicating a negative one) one could be
theoretically chosen:
 Synchronizing the readings – with this approach, the helping agents created by a certain coordinator agent
would synchronize the time instant at which they obtain new values from the environment (the starting
deadlines), as shown in Fig. 2a. In the ﬁgure, two helping agents and their coordinator agent are shown,
and the starting deadline of each agent is indicated. The coordinator agent sets the time instant at which
its helping agents should start their tasks by taking into account the diﬀerent delays of its helping agents.
This approach aims at achieving consistent snapshots of the environment, as all the data are obtained at
approximately the same time. This is particularly important, for example, in applications relying on data
fusion techniques [34], as an inconsistent snapshot would lead to erroneous deductions. Though this
approach provides reading consistency, it increases the uncertainty gap and, therefore, the age of the data
returned to the coordinator agent. Moreover, the coordinator agent must keep track of the delays of all
its helping agents and adjust their deadlines when any delay changes. Finally, even if a coordinator is able
to synchronize the readings of all its helping agents, to assume that it will be possible to coordinate the
readings of all the agents in the network (or even just of all the agents in a layer) is very challenging (a global coordination mechanism would be needed, which should be very sensitive to the changing delays of any
agent). Therefore, full data consistency cannot be achieved.
 Synchronizing the communications – with this approach, agents synchronize the time instant at which they
ﬁnish communicating their results to their coordinator agent (the ending deadlines), as shown in Fig. 2b. In
the ﬁgure, two helping agents and their coordinator agent are depicted, and it can be seen how the ending
deadline of each helping agent must be computed taking into account the starting deadline of the coordinator. The coordinator agent sets the time instant at which it should have received the results from its

Table 1
Synchronizing readings vs. synchronizing communications: a summary
Synchronize

Readings

Communications

Comply with
Beneﬁt

Starting deadlines
p
Reading consistency...
v ...but only under the same coordinator
v Delays of all helping agents
v Any helping agent

Ending deadlines
p
Maximum freshness

Keep track of
Adjustment triggered by

p
Only its own delays
p
Only the coordinator
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StartingDeadl coord

StartingDeadl coord

time
Coordinator

time
Coordinator

Read

Communicate

Helping 1

Read

Communicate

Helping 1
Read

Helping 2

Communicate

Read

Communicate

Helping 2
StartingDeadl helping

a

EndingDeadl helping

b

Fig. 2. Synchronization reference: (a) synchronizing the readings or (b) synchronizing the communications.

helping agents by taking into account its own deadline and delays. This approach aims at minimizing the
uncertainty gap of the received data: agents read values from the environment as late as possible while meeting their deadlines. Another advantage is that the coordinator only needs to communicate a new deadline to
its helping agents if there is a signiﬁcant change in its own delays, as each helping agent adjusts itself to ﬁnish its tasks in time. The disadvantage is that the results returned to the coordinator can be based on data
read at diﬀerent time instants. As the tasks are started as late as possible, this approach could be more sensitive to unexpected delays; to avoid this, agents can start their tasks slightly before the time instant when
they estimate they should (see Section 3.2.3).
Therefore, a synchronization based on the ending of tasks (synchronizing the communications) is preferable
because it minimizes the average uncertainty gap (i.e., it maximizes the data freshness), and the alternate strategy does not ensure full data consistency either. However, it should be stressed that the proposed synchronization approach is valid for both cases with minor modiﬁcations: only the interpretation of deadlines would
change (starting vs. ending time).
3.1.2. Synchronization across agent layers
To ensure that all the agents perform their tasks in time, agents at a certain layer should have communicated their results to their coordinator before a certain time instant (deadline) assigned to them by the coordinator. Such a coordinator will similarly correlate the received data and communicate its results to its
coordinator agent according to its own deadline. Therefore, agents interact in two possible ways:
 By communicating new results to their coordinator agent, which will process the data received from its helping agents and obtain a result to communicate to its own coordinator.
 By communicating new deadlines to its helping agents. In this manner, an agent establishes the deadline by
which time it should have received new results from its helping agents. An agent may need to readjust the
deadlines of its helping agents when the delays change (see Section 3.3).
In Fig. 3, the interaction of agents across the diﬀerent layers is shown. A notation similar to the one used in the
Uniﬁed Modeling Language (UML) sequence diagrams is used in this article: each vertical line represents the
life of a diﬀerent object (in this case, a diﬀerent agent) and the exchange of messages is represented herein. It
should, however, be noted that the UML notation is not followed strictly, as for example, a change in the
slope of arrows indicates the communication delay between the agents. In the following, the interactions
regarding an intermediate agent at layer i, Agenti, created by a certain Agent(i1) at layer (i  1), are described.
The main steps to consider while managing deadlines are as follows: (1) Agent(i1) communicates to Agenti the
deadline for layer i; (2) Agenti receives its deadline and calculates the deadline of agents at layer (i + 1) by considering its own deadline and its estimated correlation and communication delays; (3) Agenti communicates to
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Agent(i+1)

Comm. delay

(1)

of deadline
(2) Estimate
for layer (i+1)

Time

(3)

(4)

(5)

Agent deadline
(i+1)

(6) Data correlation
(7)

Comm. delay

Agent i deadline

Fig. 3. Interactions among agent layers along time.

agents at layer (i + 1) their deadlines; (4) Agenti waits until the deadline of layer (i + 1) arrives as, to meet its
own deadline, Agenti must begin correlating the received results right after they are obtained from layer
(i + 1); (5) each Agent(i+1) sends its result to Agenti; (6) Agenti correlates the results received from its helping
agents, and (7) Agenti sends its result to Agent(i1). Agents at the bottom layer of the hierarchy do not receive
results from any agent; instead, they obtain data directly from the environment. Thus, the proposal described
in this article relies on agents that behave responsibly (they comply with their deadlines) but do their tasks as
late as possible (so as to consider the most recent data). As a result of all the agents in the network behaving in
this manner, an emergent property is observed: the result of the monitoring (obtained by the root agent) is
based on the latest data that can be obtained from the environment. To obtain even more recent data, an agent
should start its tasks later: this would lead the agent to miss its deadline.
3.2. Computation of deadlines
In this section, the details about how deadlines are computed and handled by the agents are discussed. The
traditional concept of absolute deadline is ﬁrst considered. Then, the concept of relative deadlines that avoid
the need for having the internal clocks of the involved computers and devices synchronized is introduced.
Finally, how an agent determines, from the computed deadlines, the precise time to start its correlation
and communication tasks is determined. In this section, it is assumed that the required task period is not smaller than the task delays experienced by the agents, and in Section 4, the strategies that the system can adopt
when this assumption does not hold good are explained. The notation that will be used throughout the section
is summarized in Table 2; the layer where an agent is executing is indicated only when it is relevant.
3.2.1. Absolute deadlines
Helping agents must ﬁnish their tasks at a certain time instant set by their coordinator so that it can meet its
own deadline. This time instant is called an absolute deadline (see Deﬁnition 2). Absolute deadlines are coded
as hdate, houri. To compute an absolute deadline, the coordinator agent must be aware of the time it needs to
perform its tasks (see Deﬁnition 3).
Deﬁnition 2. The absolute deadline of an agent y at layer (i + 1) is the time instant when it should have made
its result available to its coordinator x at layer i. It is given by the following equation:
dx@i  securityMargin;
absDeadly@iþ1 ¼ absDeadlx@i  taskD
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Table 2
Summary of the notations used
Notation

Meaning

absDeadlx (absDeadlx@i)

Absolute deadline of agent x (x at layer i: x@i)

d x ( taskD
dx@i )
taskDx (taskDx@i), taskD
securityMargin
correlDx
resComDx
d x ðtÞ
relDeadlx(t), relDeadl
tDeadlEstx
d
deadlCommDx, deadlCommD
x
startTimeTravelx
d
travelDelay, travelDelay
t, ^t
spareTx(t)
Treq

Task delay of agent x: real and estimated (x at layer i: x@i)
Security margin for the computation of the spare time
Correlation delay of agent x
Result communication delay of agent x
Relative deadline of agent x, relative to time t: real and estimated
Time instant when x starts estimating the relative deadline of a helping agent
Time needed by x to estimate and comm. a new deadline: real and estimated
Time instant when agent x starts a trip
Time needed for an agent to travel to another computer/device: real and estimated
Time instant when a relative deadline is received: real and estimated
Spare time of agent x at time t
Required task period

where taskDx@i denotes the task delay of an agent x at layer i (see Deﬁnition 3), and the symbol ^ is used to
denote the estimates of values. A value securityMargin is subtracted because agent x could start its task
slightly earlier than necessary (see Section 3.2.3).
The absolute deadline of an agent is computed from the absolute deadline of its coordinator. The root
agent, which does not have a coordinator, initially sets its absolute deadline by just considering the current
time instant and an estimate of the time needed to get the ﬁrst result from its helping agents. It should be
stressed at this point that assuming a hierarchical cooperation structure is not a limitation of this approach.
Thus, in case an agent has to send its results to several receiving agents (i.e., there are several coordinators),
the minimum of the deadlines of all the coordinators should be taken into account, which would lead to an
unavoidable unsynchronization between the sender agent and the other receiving agents. However, a better
approach would be for the sender agent to have several threads for these tasks, which is equivalent to having
several sender agents. This hierarchical structure would lead to a better and easier design.
Deﬁnition 3. The task delay of an agent x is the time it spends performing the tasks of correlating the results
received from its helping agents (maybe using also other data that it obtains directly from the environment)
and communicating its own result to its coordinator agent:
taskDx ¼ correlDx þ resComDx :
Agents at the same layer can experience diﬀerent delays: they could execute their tasks on diﬀerent computers and/or perform diﬀerent correlation tasks. In addition, the delays can change along time, so the agents
keep track of the delays which they incur to obtain estimates of any future delay (see Section 3.3).
3.2.2. Relative deadlines
As the agents in the monitoring system could execute their tasks on diﬀerent computers and move from one
computer to another, dealing with absolute deadlines would require that the internal clocks of these computers
be perfectly synchronized. Therefore, in this approach, deadlines communicated among layers/computers are
relative (e.g., ‘‘I want your result in ten seconds”) rather than absolute (e.g., ‘‘I want your result ready at
13:05:20”). Relative deadlines are modeled as long values, indicating the milliseconds until the deadline. Definition 4 shows how relative deadlines are computed.
Deﬁnition 4. The relative deadline of a certain agent x, relative to a time instant t, is the time interval that
remains at t before the next absolute deadline of x comes:
relDeadlx ðtÞ ¼ absDeadlx  t
A relative deadline is a way of representing an absolute deadline that does not depend on the internal clock of the
computer where the agent executes. Thus, an agent needs to convert an absolute deadline into a relative deadline
whenever the deadline must be transmitted to another computer, which occurs in any one of these two situations:
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(1) When an agent x needs to communicate a new deadline to its helping agents: In this case, x will compute the
relative deadline of its helping agents, which will be relative to the time instant ^t at which each helping
agent is expected to receive such a relative deadline. The value of ^t is given by the equation:
d
^t ¼ tDeadlEstx þ deadlCommD
x;
where tDeadlEstx denotes the time instant when agent x starts estimating the relative deadline of the
helping agent and deadlCommDx is the time needed by agent x in estimating and communicating the
new deadline.
(2) When an agent x is going to travel to another computer: In this case, the agent will transform its absolute
deadline into a relative deadline before traveling. The relative deadline obtained will be relative to the
time instant ^t at which the agent expects to ﬁnish its journey:
d
^t ¼ startTimeTravelx þ travelDelay
;
where startTimeTravelx denotes the time instant when agent x starts its trip and travelDelay is the travel
delay. The actual travelDelay is computed as the diﬀerence between the time instants at the origin and
destination, using in both cases the clock of the same computer as a reference.
An error in the estimation of travelDelay or deadlCommDx can be detected by the agent once the trip or the
communication ﬁnishes, respectively, so that the agent can correct its mistake by adjusting the computed relative deadline (and, in the second case, communicating a relative deadline correcting oﬀset to its helping
agents); therefore, it can be assumed that ^t ¼ t. In any case, once the relative deadline has been transmitted
to the target computer at time t, the corresponding agent x transforms such a relative deadline back into
an absolute deadline:
absDeadlx ¼ relDeadlx ðtÞ þ t
In this manner, by comparing the current time instant with the corresponding absolute deadline, the agent is
able to detect the amount of time left before its deadline (see Section 3.2.3). In Section 5.2, it is shown experimentally that by dealing with relative deadlines, the imprecision caused by having the clocks of the computers/devices involved unsynchronized can be avoided.
3.2.3. Spare time
An agent must decide when it should perform its correlation and communication tasks. If it starts too late,
it will miss its deadline; if it starts too early, it could process data older than necessary. The amount of time the
agent should wait is called the spare time (see Deﬁnition 5).
Deﬁnition 5. The spare time of an agent x at time instant t is deﬁned as the amount of time that the agent
should wait before performing its tasks, so as to correlate data as recent as possible. It is given by the following
equation:
d x  securityMargin;
spareT x ðtÞ ¼ absDeadlx  t  taskD
where securityMargin is a time interval that can be additionally subtracted to prevent agents from missing
their deadlines due to either (unexpected) slight delay increases or being awoken a little bit late by the scheduler of the operating system.2
Once agent x has performed its task for its deadline absDeadlx, it computes its next deadline by adding the
required task period Treq (time interval between two monitoring tasks) to its previous deadline. The required
task period may be set by the end user depending on the monitoring requirements and the wireless costs he/she
2
The synchronization approach described herein could beneﬁt from the existence of a real-time operating system (and/or a real-time
programming language, such as Java Real-Time), which ensures that agents awake in time. Several policies have been proposed to schedule
tasks based on their deadlines, such as Earliest Deadline first, Least Slack first, or Rate Monotonic Scheduling (e.g., see [27]); however, the
monitoring agents must not perform their tasks very early, as in that case they would retrieve information that could become obsolete
more easily.
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might want to assume; alternatively, the agent network can compute the maximum task period supported by
the network of agents and adjust dynamically to that period (using an approach similar to that explained in
Section 4.1). In Fig. 4, the basic algorithm for the agents in the monitoring application is depicted.
3.3. Dynamic deadline adjustment
As explained in the previous section, the estimate of deadlines is based on parameters that change over
time: the correlation and communication delays. So, the correlation tasks may become more or less timeexpensive, as the amount of data obtained from the helping agents will change and the computer load can
vary. Similarly, communication delays among agents can change due to many reasons (the available bandwidth, network failures, the amount of data sent, agents that move to diﬀerent computers, etc.).
Therefore, after communicating the respective results to the upper layer, each agent recalculates the deadline of its lower layer taking into consideration its new task-delay estimate. Whenever a signiﬁcant change happens, the new deadline will be communicated to agents at the lower layer to make data from the lower layer be
obtained later/earlier and be able to process them later/earlier, according to the new delay estimate. The agent
whose deadline is adjusted could also need to communicate new deadlines to its own lower layer recursively. In
this manner, the network of agents dynamically adapts its behavior to fulﬁll the requested task frequency by considering the current environmental conditions.
In Fig. 5, an example about how deadlines are automatically adjusted is represented. In (1), the communication of the results from Agenti to Agent(i1) is delayed (due to a lower network speed or network instability
that implies communication retries), and thus Agenti misses the deadline (2). At time instant (3), Agenti realizes
that it cannot fulﬁll the next deadline either (4), as the result communication should have begun before the new
delays were estimated (dotted arrow in the ﬁgure). As the next deadline that can be achieved is (5), a new deadline for layer (i + 1) is computed (considering the new delays) and communicated to Agent(i+1) (6), which for-

Fig. 4. Algorithm for the agents in the monitoring application.
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Fig. 5. Dynamic adaptation to new delays.

gets its old deadline (7). Since then, everything works ﬁne as the system has adapted to the new delays. The
requested task frequency is supported again at the expense of a longer uncertainty gap, which is unavoidable
due to the slower communication between layer i and (i  1).
Several techniques can be used to predict future delays, such as the method proposed in [46], linear extrapolation, double exponential smoothing [24], artiﬁcial neural networks [3], (simple or exponential) moving averages [29], the Kalman ﬁlter [17], or the bandwidth-estimate method in [20] (for network delays). In diﬀerent
situations, diﬀerent choices could be preferable so as to react faster/slower to the delay changes. The adaptability of mobile agents to the changing network conditions has also been studied in the context of mobile
agent (dynamic) planning for distributed information retrieval [1], in which situation an agent must choose
the most eﬃcient itinerary and adapt it dynamically if the conditions change.
4. Dealing with too high delays
The environmental conditions could become so diﬃcult that some agents could be unable to return new
data to their coordinator at the requested frequency. This happens when the time needed by an agent to perform its correlation and communication tasks is greater than the task period because either the required task
frequency or the agent’s task delay is too high. Thus, an agent cannot provide data faster than it can obtain
them: the maximum frequency at which an agent can operate is limited by its task delay. Diﬀerent agents are
subject to diﬀerent delays and therefore have diﬀerent maximum frequencies. If the helping agents return data
at diﬀerent frequencies (they are not synchronized), then the data correlated by its coordinator will be a mixture of data obtained at diﬀerent moments, which can lead to a loss of quality in the data presented to the user:
it could be a snapshot that did not happen in the past. So, the most desirable situation would be to provide
data at a frequency as high as possible with a minimum unsynchronization. In the following sections several
approaches to deal with this problem are described.
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Fig. 6. Too high delays: synchronization with the slowest agent.
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Fig. 7. Too high delays: ignoring the slowest agent.

4.1. First approach: synchronization with the slowest agent
This strategy adjusts the frequency of all the agents in the network to the maximum frequency supported by
the slowest agent. With that purpose, every agent reports to its coordinator about the highest frequency supported by all its helping agents and itself (to save costs, along with the results). Thus, the root agent obtains
the lowest frequency of the whole agent network and adjusts its helping agents to that frequency, which will in
turn propagate the new frequency down the network of agents recursively.3
The behavior of the agents when this strategy is applied in a scenario with a task period of 5 s is shown in
Fig. 6; deadlines are labeled with time annotations (in seconds) and an increase in delays occurs at time instant
31. The slowest agent misses one deadline, and then the period is adjusted to 7 s, so that all the agents meet
their deadlines after the synchronization.
With this approach, it is necessary to keep track of the maximum task frequencies supported by the agents
(each agent obtains the maximum frequency for its helping agents and propagates this information upwards).
If the root agent detects that all the agents can again support the requested frequency (i.e., if the required task
frequency is not higher than the maximum task frequency supported by the helping agents), then all the agents
adjust themselves again (under request from the root agent) to that frequency. A similar adjustment occurs if,
despite the existence of slow agents, the network is now able to support a frequency higher than before.
4.2. Second approach: to ignore the slowest agent
Another solution to the problem of too high delays is just to ignore that one of the agents cannot support
the required frequency. That particular agent is allowed to run unsynchronizely with respect to the remaining
agents, although it will miss some of its deadlines (see Fig. 7).
In this approach an agent does not try to meet deadlines that it is going to miss (e.g., in the example, it does
not start a task at time instant 45). The percentage of missed deadlines is given by (1  1/dD/Treqe)  100,
where D is the task delay and Treq is the required task period.
3

This could also happen in other circumstances. For example, the user could increase/decrease the frequency of the monitoring task at
any time.
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Fig. 8. Too high delays: no spare time.
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Fig. 9. Too high delays: multithreading approach.

4.3. Third approach: no spare time
This strategy assumes that it makes no sense to allow spare time when an agent cannot support the required
frequency. So, after detecting that the new delays are greater than the task period, the agent could start the
tasks for its next deadline immediately, as shown in Fig. 8. With this approach, the average percentage of
0
0
missed
, where N missed ¼ bTTreq c  bTD c. It should be
deadlines missed by an agent during a time interval T 0 is 100N
0
b T c
T req

noted that the uncertainty gap changes continually for every task period; therefore, T0 in the previous formulae must be selected to cover a whole cycle of behavior C (e.g., T 0 = D  Treq).
4.4. Fourth approach: multithreading
This strategy considers that, if needed, an agent can perform several tasks concurrently so that it can meet
its deadlines, by using several threads of execution (see Fig. 9). The number of threads used by an agent with
this strategy is dD/Treqe.
Thus, in theory, the multithreading approach is the ideal solution as it allows any frequency to be supported
by using additional threads, no matter the delays.4 However, some limitations arise when the number of
threads increases, as this strategy can overload the computer if many threads are needed.
4.5. Summary of the approaches considered for dealing with too high delays
The algorithm in Fig. 4 should be therefore modiﬁed to add extra behavior to deal with too high delays,
depending on the approach used:
 To ignore the slowest agent – In Section 3, where the algorithm in Fig. 4 appears, the possibility of too high
delays is ignored. Therefore, no extra code is needed to implement this strategy.

4

A parallelism can be found in nature: the Hubble telescope allows us to see continuously the light of the stars, although with
unavoidable delays of up to 10 million years!
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Table 3
Advantages and disadvantages of the strategies to deal with too high delays
Strategy

Advantage

Disadvantage

Synchronization with the slowest agent
To ignore the slowest agent

Consistent snapshots
Quick agents are not slowed down

No spare time

Quick agents are not slowed down
Less missed deadlines
Required task frequency
Consistent snapshots

Poor data refreshment frequency
Inconsistent snapshots
Missed deadlines
Inconsistent snapshots
Variable uncertainty gap
Overloading in critical situations

Multithreading

Table 4
Selection of the strategy to deal with too high delays
Strategy

Too high delays?

Computer overloaded?

Consistency preferred over data refreshment rate?

To ignore the slowest agent
No spare time
Synchronization with the slowest agent
Multithreading

No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No

No
Yes

 No spare time – With this strategy, the call to getSpareTime( ) in line 5 of the algorithm in Fig. 4 must return
0 if the agent is slow (i.e., if its task delay is greater than the required task period), which implies that no
sleep will be performed in line 9.
 Synchronization with the slowest agent – In the communication task that takes place when calling
correlationAndCommunicationTask in line 10 of the algorithm in Fig. 4, the agent communicates not only
its results but also the minimum task period supported by all its helping agents and itself (the agent is
informed of the period supported by a certain helping agent when it receives the results from it). In this
manner, the root agent obtains the minimum task period supported by all the agents and (when it is necessary) propagates this task period down the system, which is adopted by all the agents (a call to setTaskPeriod( ) is performed with the received period as argument and so the call to getTaskPeriod( ) in lines 7 and
14 of the algorithm in Fig. 4 will return the new task period).
 Multithreading – In this case, if an agent is slow then it performs the correlation and communication tasks
(line 10 of the algorithm in Fig. 4) using an auxiliary thread.
Each of the four approaches that have been described have diﬀerent advantages and disadvantages, which
are summarized in Table 3. According to these properties, in Table 4 are shown the conditions under which an
agent dynamically selects the strategy to apply for dealing with too high delays. If the required task frequency
can be supported, there is nothing particular to do, and so the strategy selected is to ignore the slowest agent.
In case there are too high delays, the multithreading strategy is initially chosen. However, if the agent detects
that the computer is overloaded, then it will switch to another strategy: synchronization with the slowest agent
or to ignore the slowest agent, depending on whether the monitoring application prefers data consistency (data
comparable, obtained at approximately the same time) or a low task period (data refreshed at the highest
rate), respectively. If the computer stops being overloaded, then the multithreading strategy will be used again.
Diﬀerent agents could experience too high delays and yet decide on diﬀerent strategies. It is not possible that
one agent selects the no spare time strategy, and another agent, the synchronization with the slowest agent strategy, as both are exclusive (the choice depends, as has been explained, on the requirements of the monitoring
application). Moreover, there is no problem if an agent selects the no spare time strategy and another agent
selects the multithreading strategy, as both are strategies that only aﬀect the behavior of the agent with too
high delays. The synchronization with the slowest agent strategy triggers a change in the task frequency of
all the agents in the network. There is no conﬂict, however, if another agent selects multithreading: the synchronization with the slowest agent will make the root agent to propagate a new task frequency and that agent will
probably stop needing auxiliary threads. In this case, if the agent that selected the synchronization with the
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slowest agent strategy can switch later to multithreading, it will report to its coordinator that it can again support the required task frequency and switch to multithreading if this report causes the root agent to propagate
a new frequency. The whole network of agents adapts to any new situation dynamically.
5. Experimental evaluation
In this section, some tests that were carried out to evaluate the feasibility and suitability of the above synchronization approach are described, considering the design and implementation of a real multiagent system
that follows the proposed guidelines to build monitoring systems. First, the architecture of the multiagent system that is considered is described. Second, the use of relative deadlines to eﬀectively deal with unsynchronized
computer clocks is evaluated. Third, the convenience of adjusting the deadlines of agents in the network when
the respective conditions (i.e., delays) change is evaluated. Finally, the multithreading strategy that has been
proposed to deal with situations where some agents cannot provide results with the requested task frequency is
evaluated. To predict delays, a Kalman ﬁlter with the parameters described in [20] is used, although any other
alternative could have also been logically considered.
5.1. A multiagent system for the processing of continuous location-dependent queries
For experimental evaluation, LOQOMOTION [15], a system for the processing of continuous locationdependent queries issued by mobile devices (e.g., portable computers with wireless connection) is considered.
As an example of location-dependent query, consider the example of retrieving the police units (police stations,
policemen, and police cars) within seven miles around car38 (a stolen car) and the police cars within ﬁve miles
from policeCar5 (the current chasing police car). The goal of the query processing is twofold: (1) to continuously update on the user device the set of moving objects that satisfy the query constraints, and (2) to show the
current location of each retrieved moving object on a map. The query processing is performed over a set of
computers (proxies) which manage the location data of objects moving within diﬀerent geographic areas.
In the architecture of LOQOMOTION, based on mobile agents, there is a QueryMonitor agent on the user
device, which is in charge of presenting the answer to the user. This agent delegates the continuous processing
of the query to a MonitorTracker agent. The MonitorTracker, which represents the QueryMonitor on the
ﬁxed network, creates a network of Tracker agents for tracking the location of the objects that are referenced
in the query (called the reference objects, car38 and policeCar5 in the sample query). Each Tracker tracks a
reference object and creates a network of Updater agents in charge of tracking the location of moving objects
that are within a certain geographical area around that reference object. The MonitorTracker and the Trackers are mobile agents which travel among computers to optimize the performance (they keep themselves
‘‘close” to the user and the data they monitor, respectively). Periodically, each agent in the network correlates
the results received from the agents that it created, and returns the results to its coordinator agent, until the
ﬁnal answer is obtained by the QueryMonitor.
According to this monitoring approach, LOQOMOTION is based on a distributed and divide-and-conquer
cooperation structure with four layers of agents (QueryMonitor, MonitorTracker, Trackers, and Updaters),
which cooperate to obtain the answer to a continuous location-dependent query. Moreover, the answer
depends on location data, that change constantly, and therefore must be refreshed eﬃciently with a certain
frequency. The experiments that follow were carried out considering a scenario with several moving objects
and six proxies that were simulated in four computers using the approach presented in [14]. In this scenario,
the sample query presented at the beginning of this section was issued.
5.2. Dealing with clock unsynchronization
In this section, an analysis of how the use of relative deadlines (see Section 3.2.2) overcomes the inconvenience of clock unsynchronization is dealt with. In Fig. 10, a strategy based on the absolute vs. the relative
deadlines is compared by showing the average location error for diﬀerent values of the task period and varying
the clock unsynchronization (the objects in this test move at 40 mph). In the ﬁgure, there are three axes: (1) the
percentage of unsynchronization between the computer clock of the user device and the computer clocks of the
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Fig. 10. Clock unsynchronization: (a) absolute deadlines or (b) relative deadlines.

Fig. 11. Location error: convenience of adjusting deadlines.

proxies; (2) the task period (in seconds); and (3) the average location error (i.e., the average diﬀerence between
the real locations of the objects and the locations shown to the user during the monitoring), which is the measured value. The clock oﬀset is expressed as a percentage of the task period. For example, a clock oﬀset of 50%
with a 5-s period implies that the clock of the proxies will be 2.5 s ahead of the clock on the user device. This
implies that the agents at the proxies will perform their tasks further in advance and, therefore, the age of the
data returned will increase (they wrongly believe that it is later, so they start their tasks earlier).
As expected, the average error is greater as the task period increases, because the answer is updated at a
lower rate. When there is no clock unsynchronization, the error committed is approximately the same, independent of whether absolute or relative deadlines are used. Furthermore, the error is not aﬀected by the clock
oﬀset if relative deadlines are used. However, the error increases signiﬁcantly with the clock oﬀset in case the
deadlines are absolute. It should be noted that the error decreases for a clock oﬀset of 100% when absolute
deadlines are considered: this is because an oﬀset of 100% leads to the same unsynchronization as an oﬀset
of 0% with respect to its previous deadline.
5.3. Dynamic deadline adjustment
In this experiment, the convenience of adjusting the deadlines of the agents when the delays change (see
Section 3.3) was evaluated quantitatively. It is simulated that Trackers experience an increase of 10 s in their
communication delays and that the objects move at 60 mph. In Fig. 11 the average location error at each time
instant is shown, both in the case of adjusting and not adjusting the deadlines. Minimum errors are obtained
when the data at the user device are updated, and maximum errors, right before the update.5 By adjusting the
deadlines, the network of agents resynchronizes itself and the freshness of the data is maximized, which
decreases the error.

5

At 60 mph, an object travels 0.17 miles in 10 s, which explains the high location error just before the data are refreshed.
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Fig. 12. Delays with the multithreading approach.

5.4. Strategies to deal with too high delays
In [13] the advantages and disadvantages of the four approaches proposed in Section 4 to deal with too high
delays were compared experimentally, and it was shown that the multithreading approach achieves the best
results. However, in those experiments the delays were simulated and, therefore, the real limitations of the
multithreading approach could not be detected. To account for this situation, the tests that are explained
in the following were carried out, which show that the multithreading approach can help use the available bandwidth in a real environment.
In this test, the QueryMonitor (which is the root agent in the monitoring architecture of LOQOMOTION)
is placed on a Pentium III, 350 MHz, 128 MB RAM, with Windows 98, connected to the Internet through a
56Kbps modem. The remaining agents deploy themselves over the set of proxies available in the Local Area
Network of our university, as in the previous experiments. A real bottleneck in this scenario is the modem
communication between the QueryMonitor and the remaining agents in the network. It is simulated herein
that the answer obtained by the MonitorTracker (and communicated to the QueryMonitor) takes up 200 KB.
In Figs. 12–14, a 3-min test to evaluate the impact of decreasing the task period (i.e., requiring a higher task
frequency) is shown. As can be seen in Fig. 12, the delay increases as the task period decreases, which leads to
a higher number of missed deadlines (see Fig. 13). This is due to a higher number of threads (see Fig. 14) competing for the network bandwidth. Hence, it is observed that the multithreading approach is considerably
harmful for periods smaller than 9 s.6 However, the multithreading approach is beneﬁcial for a required period
no smaller than 13 s, wherein the agent misses a 35.71% of the deadlines; applying the formulae appearing in
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 for that period, an average of 50% missed deadlines with the ignoring approach and
31.58% missed deadlines with the no spare time approach is computed, although the no spare time approach
cannot minimize the uncertainty gap. The approach that adjusts to the slowest agent does not miss deadlines,
but the task period is increased (and so the required monitoring frequency is neglected).
In Fig. 15, a task period of 14 s is focused on and the test is run for the duration of 1 h, to show how the
multithreading approach evolves over time (higher delays lead to more threads that could again increase the
delays). The ﬂuctuations in the ﬁgure are due to the variability of the performance of the modem, and the
changes in the percentage of missed deadlines at the beginning occur because only a small number of deadlines
are available to compute the average and, therefore, any missed/met deadline has a great impact on the

6

The experienced delays for these periods are represented in Fig. 12 as points that do not ﬁt the Y-scale: the delays of the tasks cannot be
precisely measured because they take too long!
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Fig. 13. Percentage of missed deadlines with the multithreading approach.

Fig. 14. Number of threads with the multithreading approach.

Fig. 15. Multithreading approach: transmitting 200 KB, 14-s task period.
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average thus far. Experiments with other task periods were also carried out and it was concluded that the performance degrades slowly unless the required task period is already too challenging from the start.
Though the exact quantitative results must be considered with caution (modem communications are unreliable), similar behaviors with other data sizes and task frequencies have been observed. Hence, it can be concluded that by using multiple threads, frequencies higher than those allowed by the network delays can be
supported (some other reports about concurrent communications also conﬁrm this conclusion [28]). The multithreading approach is adequate in most cases, although launching new threads can also increase the delays.
6. Conclusions
In this article, an approach for continuously monitoring highly dynamic distributed environments using
mobile agents has been presented. Our proposal considers a divide-and-conquer cooperation structure with
agents that take into account the delays they experience and the environmental delays (i.e., processing and
network delays). The main features of this approach are:
 Mobile agents are used to perform the monitoring tasks eﬃciently and eﬀectively, thus reducing the network
traﬃc and carrying the tasks to wherever the required data can be obtained with a good performance.
 Agents adapt to the current situation by taking into account the delays experienced by their cooperative
agents and the environmental delays (i.e., correlation and network delays) for deciding when they should
perform their tasks.
 The tasks are performed according to the task frequency required by the user. In addition, the agents try to
ﬁnish their tasks in time but as late as possible, so as to act upon the most recent data.
 There is a loose coupling among the agents (based on soft commitments), which increases the fault tolerance
of the system, as it leads to a ‘‘graceful degrading” of performance when some of the agents fail to perform
their tasks in time.
 Relative deadlines are used, which ensures that this approach works well even if the internal clocks of the
computers/devices involved in the monitoring are unsynchronized (as expected when many computers are
involved).
 Several approaches can be used to deal with situations where some agents cannot perform their tasks at the
required frequency, due to challenging environmental conditions (e.g., too high communication delays and/
or required frequency).
 Monitoring tasks are performed in wired computers whenever it is possible. Thus, wireless devices are not
overloaded with monitoring and communication tasks.
Moreover, the feasibility and practical interest of the presented approach in a real multiagent application
have been detailed. An interesting line of future work would be to analyze the beneﬁts of applying techniques
of multiagent learning [44] in this context.
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